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Verbs undergoing the causative/anticausative alternation divide into two morphological and 
three distributional classes in French: With verbs of class A, the anticausative (AC) is 
morphologically unmarked (∅-ACs), with verbs of class B, the AC is marked with the 
reflexive clitic se (se-ACs), and ACs of class C allow both markings (∅/se-ACs).  
 
(1)	   La	   neige	   (*se)	   fond	  	   	   	   	   (Class	  A)	  
	   the	   snow	   REFL	   melts	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ‘The	  snow	  is	  melting’	  
 
(2)	   L’image	   *(s’)	   agrandit	   	   	   	   (Class	  B)	  
	   the	  picture	   REFL	   becomes-‐wider	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ‘The	  picture	  is	  becoming	  wider’	  
	  
(3)	   Le	   vase	   (se)	   casse	   	   	   	   	   (Class	  C)	  
	   the	   vase	   REFL	   breaks	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ‘The	  vase	  breaks’	  
 
Some authors have proposed that the presence vs. absence of the reflexive clitic goes along 
with subtle differences in meaning. To derive these, fundamentally different syntactic 
structures have been proposed for se-ACs and ∅-ACs (e.g. Labelle 1992, Doron & Labelle 
2010). In this paper, we show that most alleged meaning differences between se-ACs and ∅-
ACs are either not existent or idiosyncratic/verb-specific. To the extent that meaning aspects 
can be robustly associated with either marked or unmarked ACs, this holds only for verbs of 
class C but does not generalize to morphologically identical ACs in class A or B. This makes 
a structural explanation of these meaning differences unfeasible: the presence vs. absence of 
se cannot be associated with syntactic differences driving meaning differences. To explain the 
remaining robust differences in interpretation and distribution and why they occur only with 
ACs of class C, we propose a pragmatic explanation. With verbs of class C, pragmatic 
reasoning how a reflexively marked string could be interpreted (anticausative or also 
semantically reflexive) lead the speaker to prefer one version over the other. Note that we do 
not deny any syntactic differences between ∅-ACs and se-ACs: The presence of se suggests a 
syntactic extra-layer on top of VP, a middle or expletive Voice (Doron 2003, Alexiadou et al. 
2006, Schäfer 2008). This projection triggers syntactic differences (e.g. auxiliary selection) 
but does not add any semantics. 
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